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Van der Waals clusters have been intensively studied in the gas and the liquid phase.[1](#cphc201501134-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#cphc201501134-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#cphc201501134-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#cphc201501134-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#cphc201501134-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#cphc201501134-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} The weakly bound complexes provided important scientific advances in understanding cooperativity in hydrogen bonding, hydrogen‐bond networks and finally the behaviour of the pure liquid phase. For ionic liquids (ILs), which consist solely of ions, strong and directional intermolecular bonding is only reported for the opposite charged constituents. The attractive Coulomb interaction between cation and anion is enhanced by local and directional hydrogen bonding which can have significant influence on the IL properties such as viscosity and conductivity.[7](#cphc201501134-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#cphc201501134-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#cphc201501134-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#cphc201501134-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#cphc201501134-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} The counter‐intuitive phenomenon of association of like‐charged ions was never considered because such interaction was supposed to be not competitive with the usually strong cation‐anion interaction in ILs. In general, attractive interaction between ions of like charge could be reported for salt solutions but required the mediation of the solvent molecules.[12](#cphc201501134-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#cphc201501134-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#cphc201501134-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#cphc201501134-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#cphc201501134-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#cphc201501134-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In this study, we want to show that the formation of clusters of like‐charged ions is possible in pure ionic liquids. Cation‐cation clusters are stabilized in particular at low temperatures and show the same infrared spectroscopic features as molecular clusters due to cooperative hydrogen bonding. The largest cluster observed here is a cyclic tetramer of cations with a four plus net charge exhibiting similar spectral features as cyclic tetramers of H‐bonded propanol molecules.

Here, we report measurements of the infrared (IR) spectra of the ionic liquids 1‐(2‐hydroxyethyl)‐3‐methylimidazolium tetrafluoro‐borate \[HEMIm\]\[BF~4~\] (IL **I**) in mixtures with 1‐propyl‐3‐methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate \[PMIm\]\[BF~4~\] (IL **II**) and their mixtures. Only the 1‐(2‐hydroxyethyl)‐3‐methylimidazolium cation in IL **I** includes the functional OH group providing possible hydrogen bonding to the tetrafluoroborate anion and/or to the hydroxyl groups of other cations. We prepared mixtures of both ILs with 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100 mol % of IL **I**. Because IL **II** does not show vibrational modes in the O‐H stretching region, it is used as background throughout to avoid fringes from subtracting the empty cell contributions. All the IR spectra are shown as a function of the temperature between 213 and 353 K in Figures [1](#cphc201501134-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a and [2](#cphc201501134-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a--d.

![a) Infrared spectra in the O−H stretch region of IL **I** (1‐(2‐hydroxyethyl)‐3‐methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate) in the 10 mol % mixture with IL **II** (1‐propyl‐3‐methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate) as a function of temperature between 213 and 353 K. b) B3LYP/6‐31+G\*‐D3 calculated interaction energies per ion‐pair for clusters of IL **I** (squares) and IL **II** (circles) with *n*=1--6 ion‐pairs. The difference in interaction energy between IL **I** and IL **II** clusters is similar from the tetramers on and accounts for the average H‐bond energy of about 16 kJ mol^−1^ between cation and anion (as indicated by the blue box).](CPHC-17-458-g001){#cphc201501134-fig-0001}

![Infrared spectra in the O−H stretch region of the IL **I** (1‐(2‐hydroxyethyl)‐3‐methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate) in mixtures with the IL **II** (1‐propyl‐3‐methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate) as a function of the temperature between 213 and 353 K: a) 25 mol %, b) 50 mol %, c) 75 mol % and d) 100 mol % of IL **I**.](CPHC-17-458-g002){#cphc201501134-fig-0002}

The spectrum for the lowest IL **I** concentration of 10 mol % shows a nice isolated and symmetric vibrational band in the O−H stretch region at 3541 cm^−1^ (Figure [1](#cphc201501134-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a). This vibrational feature can be attributed to OH groups interacting with BF~4~ anions via hydrogen bonding. As known from earlier studies, such H‐bonds with weakly interacting anions result in moderate redshifts of the OH frequencies.[18](#cphc201501134-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#cphc201501134-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} For quantifying the cation‐anion H‐bond, we calculated the interaction energies per ion‐pair in clusters with sizes *n*=1--6 for both ILs at the B3LYP/6‐31+G\*‐D3 level of theory.[20](#cphc201501134-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#cphc201501134-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#cphc201501134-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} From the tetramer (*n*=4) on, the interaction energies for both ILs do not change significantly and the energy differences remain constant as shown in Figure [1](#cphc201501134-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} b. The average H‐bond energy OH⋅⋅⋅BF~4~ can be estimated to be 16 kJ mol^−1^ and is in the order of HB energies reported for water and alcohol dimers (see the Supporting Information, SI).[23](#cphc201501134-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#cphc201501134-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#cphc201501134-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#cphc201501134-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#cphc201501134-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

In the 10 mol % mixture, the density of the OH functional groups is low and should hardly allow the formation of OH⋅⋅⋅OH bound cation--cation clusters (Figure [1](#cphc201501134-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a). Even at the lowest temperature (213 K), the shapes of the spectra do not change significantly. The vibrational bands indicating the cation--anion H‐bond are only slightly redshifted and their intensities are enhanced with decreasing temperature. However, the spectrum at 213 K shows an additional vibrational band at 3278 cm^−1^ (Figure [1](#cphc201501134-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a). This low‐intensity band will be discussed later in more detail. If we now increase the concentration of IL **I** from 10 mol % up to the pure liquid and thus increase the OH density in the mixtures, new vibrational bands arise in the spectra in particular at the lower temperatures (Figure [2](#cphc201501134-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a--d). They are significantly redshifted compared to the vibrational bands indicating the cation--anion (c--a) H‐bonds. The intensities of these vibrational features increase with increasing OH density for all temperatures. For the fixed OH densities, the redshifted vibrational bands are strongly enhanced with decreasing temperature as shown in Figures [1](#cphc201501134-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a and [2](#cphc201501134-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a--d. The intensities of all vibrational bands change smoothly with the temperature, indicating no phase transition. In Figure [3](#cphc201501134-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} a, the concentration‐dependent spectra are shown for the lowest temperature at 213 K. It is observed that the c--a vibrational band at 3541 cm^−1^ does not increase linearly with the OH density and loses intensity in favour of the strongly enhanced redshifted vibrational bands. The intensities from the deconvoluted spectra in Figure [3](#cphc201501134-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} a are given in the SI. Overall, the measured infrared spectra as a function of concentration and temperature clearly indicate that these vibrational bands can only stem from OH⋅⋅⋅OH cation‐cation (c‐c) hydrogen bonds resulting in H‐bonded clusters of like‐charged ions.

![a) Measured infrared spectra in the O−H stretch region of the IL **I** (1‐(2‐hydroxyethyl)‐3‐methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate) in mixtures with the IL **II** (1‐propyl‐3‐methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate). The spectrum at the lowest temperature (213 K) is shown as a function of the concentration. With increasing OH density, enhanced intensities for the redshifted vibrational modes are observed. b) The IR spectrum of the pure IL **I** at the lowest temperature (213 K) can be decomposed into four vibrational bands at 3545, 3496, 3395 and 3278 cm^−1^, respectively. The assignment of the vibrational bands to the c--a, the c--c dimer, the c--c trimer and tetramer as well as the cyclic c--c tetramer results from B3LYP/6‐31+G\*‐D3 calculations of clusters as shown in Scheme [1](#cphc201501134-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}. The calculated average frequencies and intensities for these clusters are indicated as drop lines in the same color as the deconvoluted bands (see the SI).](CPHC-17-458-g003){#cphc201501134-fig-0003}

For the assignment of the measured IR spectra, we calculated two types of H‐bonded clusters, c--a and c--c, including up to four ion pairs, as illustrated in Scheme [1](#cphc201501134-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}.

![B3LYP/6‐31G\*‐D3 calculated structures of possible tetrameric clusters including four ion pairs: tetramer c--a, including solely cation--anion pairs characterized by OH⋅⋅⋅F hydrogen bonds; tetramer c--c, with additional cation--cation interaction resulting in cooperative hydrogen bonding OH⋅⋅⋅OH⋅⋅⋅OH⋅⋅⋅OH⋅⋅⋅F; and tetramer c--c‐cyc, showing a strongly cooperative H‐bonded cyclic tetramer of cations via (OH⋅⋅⋅O)~4~ bonds.](CPHC-17-458-g005){#cphc201501134-fig-5001}

In clusters c--a, only OH frequencies from H‐bonding between cation and anion are present. These frequencies are used as a reference. In clusters c--c, the OH groups form solely H‐bonds among the cations. Additionally, the terminal OH is interacting with one of the anions. The c‐c clusters include a dimer, linear trimer and tetramer plus an additional cyclic tetramer showing all the features of molecular clusters for water and alcohols (see the SI).[1](#cphc201501134-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#cphc201501134-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#cphc201501134-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#cphc201501134-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#cphc201501134-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#cphc201501134-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#cphc201501134-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#cphc201501134-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#cphc201501134-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#cphc201501134-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#cphc201501134-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#cphc201501134-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} In Figure [3](#cphc201501134-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} b, the calculated redshifts of the c--c relative to the c--a frequencies are shown. The calculated redshifts can be attributed to the deconvoluted vibrational bands of the measured spectra. The second strongest redshifted band can be related to the frequencies of the linear trimer and the linear tetramer. Both frequencies are very close and cannot be resolved in the measured IR spectra. Overall, the measured IR intensities can be attributed to a dimer, linear trimer and/or tetramer and cyclic tetramer indicated by the strongest redshift due to cooperative effects. Surprisingly, the strongest redshifted vibrational band of the cyclic tetramer at 3278 cm^−1^ also occurs in the spectra of the 10 mol % mixtures at low temperature (as shown in Figure [1](#cphc201501134-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a). A reasonable argument could be that the formation of cyclic clusters is strongly favoured over that of linear structures in the less polar environment of IL **II**. Such cyclic cluster formation is comparable to that of alcohols in apolar solvents. In the environment of tetrachloromethane, alcohols tend to form cyclic clusters thereby maximizing cooperative hydrogen bonding which leads to characteristic redshifts in the IR spectra and downfield shifts in the NMR spectra.[6](#cphc201501134-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#cphc201501134-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#cphc201501134-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#cphc201501134-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} (Figure [1](#cphc201501134-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a)

For that purpose, the calculated OH redshifts for the IL **I** clusters are compared with those from molecular clusters of propanol. All redshifts were taken relative to the corresponding dimer frequencies, as shown in Figure [4](#cphc201501134-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} a. Obviously, cooperative effects in hydrogen bonding are similar in molecular clusters and clusters of like‐charged ions in ILs. Although weaker interacting due to repulsive Coulomb forces and due to the absence of counterions, even the pure cationic clusters show this kind of behavior. Cooperativity is strongest for the cyclic tetramers, as shown in Scheme [2](#cphc201501134-fig-5002){ref-type="fig"}. The B3LYP/6‐31+G\*‐D3 optimized structures of all cyclic tetramers show that the linearity of the H‐bonds decrease in the order propanol, IL and pure cationic clusters.

![a) Plot of the calculated O−H vibrational redshifts for the trimers and cyclic tetramers of IL **I** (filled circles), propanol (diamonds) and cation--cation (open circles) relative to the corresponding c--c linear dimers (set to zero). For comparison, the redhifts of the deconvoluted bands of the measured spectra are shown as grey bars. The calculated redshifts strongly suggest that all species are present in the liquid. Moreover, it is shown that c--c clusters of the IL show similar redshifts as the propanol clusters. Although the pure cationic clusters (open circles) show smaller redhifts, cooperative hydrogen bonding is present in particular in the cyclic tetramer. b) The intramolecular bond lengths, R(OH) (left axis, circles) and the intermolecular bond distances, R(H⋅⋅⋅O) (right axis, diamonds) and R(O⋅⋅⋅O), (right axes, squares) are shown for IL **I** (filled symbols), propanol (red open symbols) and pure cationic clusters (black open symbols), respectively. Enhanced hydrogen bonding with increasing cluster size is observed for all systems, indicated by lengthening of the OH bonds and shortening of the intermolecular bond distances.](CPHC-17-458-g004){#cphc201501134-fig-0004}

![B3LYP‐6‐31G\*‐D3 calculated structures of cyclic tetramers for IL **I**, propanol and pure cationic clusters.](CPHC-17-458-g006){#cphc201501134-fig-5002}

A similar behavior with the cluster size can be observed for the calculated intra‐ and intermolecular bonds, all involved in hydrogen bonding. The intramolecular bond lengths, R(OH), and the intermolecular bond distances, R(H⋅⋅⋅O) and R(O⋅⋅⋅O), are shown in Figure [4](#cphc201501134-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} b for IL **I** clusters, pure cationic clusters and the propanol clusters, respectively. Enhanced hydrogen bonding with increasing cluster size is observed for all systems. From the dimers to the cyclic tetramers, the OH bonds are lengthened and the intermolecular distances are shortened as expected for hydrogen bonding.[6](#cphc201501134-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} The effect with clusters size is nearly similar for IL **I** and propanol, meaning that the charge transfer from the anions to the charge center of the imidazolium cations lowers the cationic character in such a way that the hydroxyl groups can interact via hydrogen bonding like in molecular clusters. Because this charge transfer is missing in the pure cationic clusters, this effect is less pronounced. However, even in the fourfold H‐bonded cationic cluster with net charge +4, cooperative hydrogen bonding overcomes the repulsive Coulomb interaction resulting in longer intra‐ and shorter intermolecular bond lengths. Overall, H‐bonding affects structural and spectroscopic properties of like‐charged clusters in ILs, pure cationic and molecular clusters in similar way.

We also calculated the B3LYP/6‐31+G\*‐D3 energies and free energies of the c--a and c--c clusters.[29](#cphc201501134-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} For example, the tetramers c--a are slightly lower in energy than the c--c and c--c‐cyc structures by about 5.83 and 1.0 kJ mol^−1^ per ion pair. For the free energies, these ratios become even more favourable for the cc species (Δ*G*=2.96 and 0.2 kJ mol^−1^). Although the choice of ca and cc clusters is somewhat arbitrary, the calculated differences in energy and free energy are in the right magnitude and support the interpretation of the experimental data. Overall, the calculated energies suggest that the c‐c configurations are present in equilibrium and further kinetically stabilized at low temperatures. Here, we would like to point out that we also find minimum structures for the purely cationic clusters (e.g. cation 4c in Scheme [2](#cphc201501134-fig-5002){ref-type="fig"}). The calculated positive harmonic frequencies establish the local‐minimum character of the equilibrium species, and the short *R* ~O⋅⋅⋅H~ equilibrium distance, near‐linear O⋅⋅⋅HO geometry, and pronounced ν~OH~ vibrational red‐shift are recognizable signatures of H‐bonding (see Figure [4](#cphc201501134-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} b and the SI).

In this Communication, we provide spectroscopic evidence for the formation of H‐bonded clusters of like‐charged ions in ionic liquids. Cooperative OH⋅⋅⋅OH hydrogen bonds overcome the repulsive Coulomb forces between the cations. The most interesting cluster is a cyclic tetramer of cations, wherein cooperativity is maximized and no further H‐bonds are formed to the weakly coordinating anion. The ionic clusters show the same OH vibrational signatures as molecular clusters. The measured and calculated IR redshifts of the cationic and propanol clusters are nearly similar. This finding strongly supports the covalent character of H‐bonding and the concept of "anti‐electrostatic hydrogen bonds" (AEHB) as controversially discussed recently.[30](#cphc201501134-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#cphc201501134-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#cphc201501134-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#cphc201501134-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} There is also some indication that the formation of these clusters allows to supercool the IL and prevent it from crystallization. We tried very hard, but could not get any crystal. In upcoming studies further important issues will be addressed. How does the formation of clusters of like‐charged ions depend on the anion? Can these clusters and their properties be controlled by the interaction strengths of the counter ions?
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